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Overview – Wood Gasification

 Renewable fuel resources: Wood/biomass
 Utilization of wood resources: sustainability
 Conversion methods/processes/technologies
 What is gasification? Pyrolysis? Combustion?
 Gasification applications: past, present, future
 Intro: The woodgas camp stove
 Optional topics/concepts: thermodynamics, 

efficiency, energy density
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U.S. Energy Sources

…a fossil-fuel dependent country (>85%)!

Source: (2005) http://www1.eere.energy.gov/biomass/pdfs/final_billionton_vision_report2.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I usually give a quick, general introduction on energy use, dependence on fossil fuels, energy security, etc. The main points here are: most of our current energy use is fossil fuel-based, and renewable energy represents a small percentage of the total (6%). It is interesting to note that biomass represents almost half of the renewable energy sources. Most people think of wind and solar, but those are currently pretty small contributions. Biomass has a significant role to play in our energy future…NOTE: It may be useful to utilize the “Biofuel Resources: Overview” presentation before/in conjunction with this presentation.
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Why use wood as a fuel?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pose the question to the class: Why use wood as a fuel?Discuss/explore their level of understanding of natural resources/renewable resources.NOTE: It may be useful to utilize the “Biofuel Resources: Overview” presentation before/in conjunction with this presentation.Aside: the photo is Viburnum lentago (nannyberry) – a very old shrub (>75 yrs.). We probably don’t want to start using nannyberry as a biofuel, since it grows quite slowly (and the wood has a very aromatic—some say foul—odor)! (Photo by B. Ballard)



Define: Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy:
› Energy flows which are replenished at the 

same rate that they are used
› Sources that are continuously replenished 

by natural processes
Q: Are all renewable energy sources 

sustainable?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q: What is are the characteristics of a renewable energy source?Discuss/explore their level of understanding of renewable resources/energy.Q: Are all renewable energy sources sustainable? (leads into next slide, but you can see if/what they know and then proceed)



Sustainable Energy Defined

An energy source that:
› Isn’t significantly depleted by continued 

use (i.e., renewable resource),
› Doesn’t cause significant pollution or 

other environmental problems, and
› Doesn’t perpetuate significant health 

hazards or social injustices

(Boyle 2004)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are relatively self-explanatory. However, “social injustices” may not be obvious. You can use an example such as: the displacement of millions of Chinese people who by the building of the Three Gorges Dam—large-scale hydro may be renewable, but the environmental and (negative) social impacts are tremendous! There are positive social benefits too, of course, but from the perspective of the people that lost their homes...Discussion Q: Is wood a sustainable resource? Why or why not? Renewable? Pollution, environmental problems? Health hazards? Other?Definition based on: Boyle, Godfrey.  2004.  Renewable Energy (2nd edition). Oxford University Press, 450 pages (ISBN:0-19-926178-4) 



 Living matter (dead or alive); any organic 
matter which is available on a renewable or 
recurring basis

 A tiny, but critically important % of earth’s 
matter.

 For humans, an enormous energy supply.
 Continually replenished by:
 Through the process of: 

The Fuel Resource: Biomass

the SUN

P H O T O S Y N T H E S I S

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q: What is biomass? Is it renewable? Why/why not?Q: What is the primary source of energy for biomass (and most renewable energy resources)? SUN!Q: How is energy from the sun captured by plants? Photosynthesis!NOTE: It may be useful to utilize the “Biofuel Resources: Overview” presentation before/in conjunction with this presentation.



Paths of Biomass Energy Conversion

8

PRODUCT FARMING (existing) 
Agriculture ● Silviculture ● Industry

ENERGY FARMING (potential) 
Aquaculture ● Silviculture ● Agriculture

Gasification

THERMAL CONVERSION PROCESSES (Dry) 

Needs: CHEMICALS GASEOUS FUELS LIQUID FUELS SOLID FUELS ELECTRICITY HEAT

BIO-CONVERSION PROCESSES (Wet) 

Methane Ethanol

Med-BTU gas ● methanol ● ammonia

Low-BTU gas

Oil ● gas ●
charcoal

Pyrolysis

Oil ● gas

Liquefaction

Heat 
systems

Combustion

BIOMASS FOR ENERGYResidues
Municipal 

Wastes
Farm & Forest

Products

SUNLIGHT
Carbon Dioxide Water Land (nutrients)

(adapted from: Solar Energy Research Institute, 1988)

drying & densificationmaceration

Chemicals

Extraction Digestion
Fermentation
& Distillation

oxygen

air

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To continue the discussion of what bioenergy resources are available, we also need to consider how we can access/utilize that energy source. We have many energy needs, as indicated in the slide. There are many conversion pathways that we could take to meet those various needs. See additional notes below… This slide is a convenient jumping off points for the “wood gasification” activity/experiments. Our focus will be on the circled thermo(-chemical) processes…which could potentially address all of the needs listed on the bottom of the slide, depending on the application of gasification/pyrolysis processes we choose.Following notes from: http://www.woodgas.com/conversion_paths.htm (last Accessed on 6/14/09; some edits):This chart traces the various routes available for biomass conversion to fuels, chemicals, or heat. Sunlight plus carbon dioxide, water, and nutrients makes the biomass originally. Biomass can occur naturally or be raised for food or forest products. Much of the available biomass is a by product of these activities. If the biomass is relatively dry (wood, municipal solid waste, etc.) it is a candidate for the thermal conversion processes, pyrolysis, gasification or combustion; if very wet it is more suited to the biological processes digestion or fermentation. Processes are available for converting biomass to fill all our human needs.



Fuel Sources: Low-grade wood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many potential sources of low-grade wood, especially in NY and much if the northeast. AND: It’s renewable! It’s local! It’s abundant (but caution to keep it sustainable). Wood chips can be used directly, as depicted in this photo taken at the Lyonsdale Biomass (NY) combined heat and power (CHP) plant.



Dedicated Bioenergy Crops
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of a dedicated woody biomass crop: willow plantation (towards the end of the first growing season of planting).We can grow woody crops specifically for energy. Willow has many desirable characteristics that make it a good candidate for a bioenergy crop (e.g., see: http://www.esf.edu/pubprog/brochure/willow/willow.htm OR http://www.esf.edu/willow/).



Feedstock for gasifiers: wood pellets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chips from wood residues or dedicated bioenergy crops can be densified at collection/processing facilities (second photo shows the pellet presses). You could discuss why pelletization is desirable (handling/transport/storage, consistency of the fuel, moisture, energy density, etc.). These photos were taken at the New England Wood Pellets facility in Schuyler, NY.You could also discuss the jobs associated with fuel procurement, processing, shipping, etc. You could also discuss the jobs associated with the design, manufacturing, installation, and servicing of combustion devices (stoves, boilers, etc.). Local jobs are important! Local energy supplies help ensure energy security (e.g., reduce dependence on foreign oil).



What is gasification?

 A process that converts carbon-based 
materials (e.g., wood/biomass) into 
combustible gases (principally CO + H2) by 
reacting the solid fuel at high temperatures 
with a controlled (limited) amount of oxygen

http://retc.morrisville.edu 12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More detailed notes on the next slide…



13(Source: Jim Mason - http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2&pictureid=3 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background information for Instructor: (Excerpt from: http://gekgasifier.com/forums/showthread.php?t=9  (last accessed 6/17/09))Gasification is best thought of as a process of staged combustion. It is a series of thermal events put together in a controlled manner, so as to produce an output gas with combustion potential. �The 4 processes of gasification.��Gasification is made up for 4 discrete thermal processes: Drying, Pyrolysis, Combustion and Reduction. All 4 of these processes are naturally present in the flame you see burning off a match, or on a piece of firewood. Gasification is merely the technology to pull apart and isolate these separate processes, so that we might interrupt the "fire" and pipe the resulting fuel gas elsewhere so as to make fire in a place other than directly on top of the wood.��Two of these processes tend to confuse all newcomers to gasification. Once you understand these two processes, all the others pieces fall in place quickly. These two non-obvious processes are Pyrolysis and Reduction. Here's the quick cheat sheet.��Pyrolysis:�Pyrolysis is the application of heat to raw biomass, in an absence of air, so as to break it down into charcoal and various tar gasses and liquids.��Biomass begins to "fast decompose“ once its temperature rises above around 240C. The biomass breaks down into a combination of solids, liquids and gasses. The solids that remain we commonly call "charcoal". The gasses and liquids that are released we collectively call "tars".��The gasses and liquids produced during lower temp pyrolysis are simply fragments of the original biomass that break off with heat. These fragments are the more complicated C, H and O molecules in the biomass that we collectively refer to as volatiles. As the name suggests, volatiles are "reactive". Or more accurately, they are less strongly bonded in the biomass than the fixed carbon, which is the direct C to C bonds. ��Thus in review, pyrolysis is the application of heat to biomass in the absence of air/oxygen. The volatiles in the biomass are "evaporated" off as tars, and the fixed carbon-to-carbon chains are what remains--otherwise known as charcoal.��Reduction:�Reduction is the process stripping of oxygen atoms off completely combusted hydrocarbon (HC) molecules, so as to return the molecules to forms that can burn again. Reduction is the direct reverse process of combustion. Combustion is the combination of an HC molecule with oxygen to release heat. Reduction is the removal of oxygen from an HC molecule by adding heat. Combustion and Reduction are equal and opposite reactions. In fact, in most burning environments, they are both operating simultaneously, in some form of dynamic equilibrium, with repeated movement back and forth between the two states.��Reduction in a gasifier is accomplished by passing carbon dioxide (CO2) or water vapor (H2O) across a bed of red hot char (C). The hot char is highly reactive with oxygen, and thus strips the oxygen off the gasses, and redistributes it to as many single bond sites as possible. The oxygen is more attracted to the bond site on the C than to itself, thus no free oxygen can survive in its usual diatomic O2 form. All available oxygen will bond to available C sites as individual O, until all the oxygen is gone. When all the available oxygen is redistributed as single atoms, reduction stops.��Through this process, CO2 is reduced to CO. And H2O is reduced to H2 and CO. Combustion products become fuel gasses again. And those fuel gasses can then be piped off elsewhere to do desired work elsewhere.��Here are two graphics which summarize the situation. The first shows the chemical transformations that happen in Reduction. And the second shows the input and outputs for each of the 4 main processes of gasification.��(if these do not show up, you can find them in the album here: http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2 )�Last edited by jimmason; 03-22-2009 at 03:30 AM. 
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What is combustion?
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Fuel + Oxygen  HEAT + Water + Carbon dioxide
C3H8 +   5O2  HEAT + 4H2O  +  3CO2

Limit O2  HEAT + H2O  +  CO2 +  (CO + H2)
(both combustible )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most student can relate to combustion/burning of a gas such as propane or natural gas (methane). Combustion of biomass is more complex, since it involves several processes occurring simultaneously (evaporation, pyrolysis, combustion, reduction—see the match example on subsequent slides). I suggest starting with something less complicated than biomass combustion…e.g., propane (C3H8) gas combustion.Ask the students:Q: What do we need for combustion to occur? [A: fuel + oxygen (+ ignition source)]Q: Remember? combustion=oxidation (“adding oxygen”)Q: In this photo, what is burning? [Likely response: gas; it’s actually propane gas (C3H8)]Q: What happens to propane (C3H8) when it is combusted? A: When we combust a gas like propane, we add oxygen and release energy (heat and light; it is an exothermic reaction) plus carbon dioxide and water vapor (if combustion is complete; i.e., there is enough oxygen provided). If combustion is incomplete (not enough O), the reaction will also yield CO + H.Note: If the source of oxygen is air, then nitrogen (N2) will also be produced (though it does not impact the reaction).



15(Source: Jim Mason - http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2&pictureid=1 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Excerpt from: http://gekgasifier.com/forums/showthread.php?t=9  (last accessed 6/17/09))Reduction:�Reduction is the process stripping of oxygen atoms off completely combusted hydrocarbon (HC) molecules, so as to return the molecules to forms that can burn again. Reduction is the direct reverse process of combustion. Combustion is the combination of an HC molecule with oxygen to release heat. Reduction is the removal of oxygen from an HC molecule by adding heat. Combustion and Reduction are equal and opposite reactions. In fact, in most burning environments, they are both operating simultaneously, in some form of dynamic equilibrium, with repeated movement back and forth between the two states.��Reduction in a gasifier is accomplished by passing carbon dioxide (CO2) or water vapor (H2O) across a bed of red hot char (C). The hot char is highly reactive with oxygen, and thus strips the oxygen off the gasses, and redistributes it to as many single bond sites as possible. The oxygen is more attracted to the bond site on the C than to itself, thus no free oxygen can survive in its usual diatomic O2 form. All available oxygen will bond to available C sites as individual O, until all the oxygen is gone. When all the available oxygen is redistributed as single atoms, reduction stops.��Through this process, CO2 is reduced to CO. And H2O is reduced to H2 and CO. Combustion products become fuel gasses again. And those fuel gasses can then be piped off elsewhere to do desired work elsewhere....Last edited by jimmason; 03-22-2009 at 03:30 AM. 

http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2&pictureid=1�


What is combustion?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned on a previous slide, combustion of biomass is fairly complex...but you can explore this at the level you feel is most appropriate for your students.Q: In this photo, what is burning? [Likely response: Wood]Q: What part of the wood…what else is burning? [Possible answers: gases, oils, tars]



What is combustion?
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(Solar Energy Research Institute, 1988)

(via heat from flame above)
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(via heat from flame above)

CO2 + H2O

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What else is burning? Closest to the matchwood, pyrolysis (pyro=fire, lysys=split or decompose) uses the heat from combustion to release oil vapors from the wood to form char. In the presence of oxygen (and heat) the char (Carbon) is then converted to CO and H. Both combustible gases! Also, oil vapors, tars, other hydrocarbons are either combusted or released as smoke. Note: smoke is an indicator that combustion is not complete—smoke = inefficient combustion process!



What is gasification?

18

 Gasification is a thermo-chemical process, where 
heat converts solid biomass into flammable gases.

(Source: Jim Mason - http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2&pictureid=3 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biomass can be gasified pyrolytically (i.e., without oxygen) by heating to >400 C, yielding also 25% charcoal and LOTS of condensible tars). These tars are not desirable if we are interested in utilizing the gases produced. Therefore, most gasification systems utilizes a limited/metered amount of oxygen to yield a higher quality, lower tar product (also called producer gas).

http://gekgasifier.com/forums/album.php?albumid=2&pictureid=3�


What is gasification?

Gasification consists of four processes: 
1. Drying - by using heat (supplied by burning some 

of the wood), water evaporates from the wood. 

2. Pyrolisis - above 270°C (heat supplied by 
burning some of the wood) the wood structure 
breaks apart chemically. Long molecules are 
made smaller. Charcoal/char and tar-oil gases 
are created. 

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Four processes” adapted from: http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html (last accessed 6/12/09)Excerpt from: http://www.distributeddesign.net/tiki-index.php?page=GasificationGasification in a Nut Shell�The gist of the process is as follows. Heat from combustion is applied to biomass fuel. The heat performs three different functions depending on its intensity. Firstly, in the coolest part of the system, the fuel dries out. Then as the fuel heats up further, a process called pyrolysis takes place. In pyrolysis gases are driven out of the biomass leaving behind predominantly carbon in the form of char. The hottest process, know as Reduction takes place when the cocktail of really hot gasses from pyrolysis swirl round the super hot char and the two inter-react with one another in full blown gasification to create “Woodgas” which with any luck can then be put to work.�Gasification is a very efficient method for extracting energy from carbon rich organic materials and there are many technologies for achieving it; but here we will only discuss gasifiers that use combustion to provide the heat they need and ‘breath’ air to provide the oxygen for that combustion.�The process of gasification is a thermo chemical process, which uses heat to convert carbonaceous materials into gaseous components. The gas is referred to by several different terms including “Producer gas”, “Syn-gas” and “Woodgas”. Woodgas is the name I will try to stick to because Woodgas excludes fuel sources derived from fossil or liquid fuels and the point here is that we want to make use of “waste” biomass.�When “woody” fuels are heated to temperatures of approximately 600-1000°C, the solids undergo thermal decomposition, and become gas-phase products and these typically include carbon monoxide, hydrogen, methane, carbon dioxide, and steam. Along with these gases solid char (charcoal) and tars are also formed. The remaining products of these processes are ashes.�The chemistry of gasifaction is complicated and there are several separate processes involved and though they are all distinct phases they will tend to overlap and intermingle depending on scores of factors but that’s what makes it so interesting.



What is gasification?

3. Combustion (oxidation) – (with a limited/controlled 
supply of air, this process is also referred to as 
“flaming pyrolysis” in a gasifier)

› part of the carbon (char) is oxidized (burned) to 
form carbon dioxide (CO2), and

› Hydrogen (H) is oxidized to form water (H2O). 
› A lot of HEAT is released (temperatures up to 

1400°C !). This heat is necessary for the next 
step…  

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Four processes” adapted from: http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html (last accessed 6/12/09)



What is gasification?

21

4. Reduction - In the reduction area several key 
conversions take place, and these require 
significant HEAT

› Carbon (char) reacts with CO2 and converts it to 
carbon monoxide (CO). 

› Carbon also reacts with H2O, “stealing” an oxygen 
atom producing carbon monoxide and hydrogen
gases. 

› Some of the char (C) also binds with H to create 
methane, and some CO reacts with H to form 
methane + water. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Four processes” adapted from: http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html (last accessed 6/12/09)Summary of the chemical reactions (also from http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html)Oxidation, produces energy: ��C + O2  CO2 ��H2 + 0.5 O2  H2O ��Reduction, takes away energy: ��C + CO2  2CO ��C + H2O  CO + H2 ��CO2 + H2  CO + H2O ��C + 2H2  CH4 ��CO + 3H2  CH4 + H2O 



Gasification Reaction Zones
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to those building this woodgas camp stove (directions provided in another part of this module): A larger tin can may be used, though the close-fitting 15-oz. size works well, because it limits the air intake from above (between the two cans). This can be an important consideration, because if the burner air ports are located above the outside tin can “sleeve”, then the entire combustion/pyrolysis process proceeds too rapidly due to increased draft (more airless pyrolysis/woodgas produced, more “complete” combustion). This can result in temperatures hot enough to melt the bottom of the aluminum can!The following discussion is more of a FYI than something that you would use with your HS students…also, these are my (Ben’s) current interpretations/understanding of the gasifier. While working on my PhD, my major professor would often remind me: “you are an expert if you know 10% more than your audience does”. So, depending upon my (your) audience…What is an “inverted downdraft gasifier”? To answer this question it is helpful to look at two basic types of gasifier designs: updraft and downdraft. Updraft gasifiers are lit from the bottom of the fuel stack, fuel is added from the top, and air is drawn up through vents at the bottom for (partial) combustion of the fuel. Hot gases and tars from partial combustion (pyrolysis) rise up through the fuel stack. Updraft gasifiers typically produce large amounts of tar, since the gases cool as they rise through the fuel and tars condense/are not destroyed. Downdraft gasifiers are also lit from the bottom of the fuel stack, and air (from inlets/ports) and hot gases and tars (from pyrolysis) are pulled/sucked down through the combustion/flaming pyrolysis zone—this “cracks” the tars formed from pyrolysis of the wood/fuel. The batch-loaded camp stove looks similar to an updraft gasifier, except the fuel is lit from the top, which does not allow the gases and tars from pyrolysis to be cooled. Instead, the heat from flaming pyrolysis rises, reducing the amount of tars produced (and any combustible gases and tars are immediately combusted at the burner at the top of the stove). Therefore, the camp stove functions more like a downdraft gasifier with regard to where the hot gases and tars travel through the system relative to the flaming pyrolysis zone and the unburned fuel. Hence the name, “inverted downdraft gasifier”.



What is woodgas?

Typically woodgas consists of: 
 22% carbon monoxide (CO) 
 18% hydrogen (H2)
 3% methane (CH4)
 6% carbon dioxide (CO2)
 51% nitrogen (N2)

. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excerpt (with minor edits) from: http://www.woodgas.com/gasification.htm (last accessed 6/15/09)Biomass can be gasified pyrolytically by heating to >400 C, yielding also 25% charcoal and LOTS of condensibles: tars). Or it can be gasified with air to make "producer gas" (typically CO 22%; H2 18%; CH4 3%, CO2 6% and N2 51%). OR it can be gasified with oxygen to make synthesis gas (typically 40% CO, 40% H2, 3% CH4 and 17% CO2, dry basis) which can be used to make methanol, ammonia and diesel fuel with known commercial catalytic processes (e.g., Fischer-Tropsch).



Gasification Applications

 Gasification is not a newly discovered 
process…

 It was used in the past for heating, lighting, 
and vehicle fuel.

 During World War II over a million gasifiers
were in use!

http://retc.morrisville.edu 24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During World War II over a million gasifiers were in use (primarily by the civilian sector, while the military used the petrol). For a more comprehensive history of woodgas, refer to: 



 Vehicle modifications included: 
› 1) a gas generator, 2) a gas reservoir, and 3) 

carburetor modifications and additional plumbing 
to convey, filter, and meter the gas into the engine

Wood Gasification: Mobile Apps.

25(Source: National Academy of Sciences, 1983 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: National Academy of Sciences, 1983 "Producer Gas: Another Fuel for Motor Transport“(This document is available free from books.google.com)For more history information/references, see: http://www.woodgas.com/history.htm 



Wood Gasification: Mobile Apps.

26(Source: National Academy of Sciences, 1983 )

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source: National Academy of Sciences, 1983 "Producer Gas: Another Fuel for Motor Transport“(This document is available free from books.google.com)For more history information/references, see: http://www.woodgas.com/history.htm 
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Construction of a Simplified Wood Gas Generator for Fueling Internal Combustion 
Engines in a Petroleum Emergency (book produced by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, 2nd ed. 1989)

27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Book is available online at: http://www.gengas.nu/byggbes/index.shtml (there are other sites also…)Construction of a Simplified Wood Gas Generator for Fueling Internal Combustion Engines in a Petroleum emergency. 2nd Edition by BEF PRESS by: H. LaFontaine, Biomass Energy Foundation, lnc. Miami, Florida and F. P. Zimmerman, Oak Ridge National laboratory, Energy Division FEMA lnteragency Agreement Number: EMW-84-E-1737 Work Unit: 3521 D for: Federal Emergency Management Agency Washington, D.C. 20472 "This report has been reviewed in the Federal Emergency Management Agency and approved for publication. Approval does not signify that the contents necessarily reflect the views and policies of the Federal Emergency Management Agency." Date Published: March 1989 APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE: DISTRIBUTION UNLIMITED Prepared by: Oak Ridge National laboratory Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6285 for the U.S. Department of Energy.



http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.htmlhttp://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html

http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html

http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html

http://www.vedbil.se/indexe.shtml

1968 DeLeuxe equipped Volvo 142

http://www.whatiamupto.com/gasification/woodgastruck.html

http://www.whatiamupto.com/gasification/woodgastruck.html

Wood Gasification: Mobile Apps.

28

 Some interesting, more recent conversions… 
some very nice looking…lots of stainless steel: 
http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some more recent mobile applications. To avoid any potential copyright infringement on the photos from these sites, we are just providing the URL so you can find your way to them:http://woodgas.nl/GB/woodgasification.html “Around Sweden with Wood in The Tank” Vovlo conversion: http://www.vedbil.se/indexe.shtml Less refined, but interesting Chevy truck conversion: http://www.whatiamupto.com/gasification/woodgastruck.html Other nice photos of Finnish gasifiers: http://www.ekoautoilijat.fi/tekstit/kalustoesittely.htm �
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Other Woodgas Applications

 Half of humanity cooks over wood fires 
 Nearly half the world's wood supply is used as 

fuel.
 PROBLEMS: Wood fires cook slowly, the smoke 

causes glaucoma and lung diseases, fires can 
burn children, fires burn too much fuel, 
requiring  that wood be gathered from greater 
and greater distances.

http://retc.morrisville.edu 29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide sets up the need for more efficient wood stoves…Half of humanity cooks over wood fires (the poorer half), a lot of wood is used…Q: Why is this problematic? [A: last bullet]



Small Stationary Applications

30

 A Wood-gas Stove For Developing Countries
(Reed and Larson, 1996)
› 300g (0.7 lbs.) of sticks or chips 

burn for 30-45 minutes at high 
efficiency with low emissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This paper is the basis for the woodgas camp stove activity that accompanies this module.

http://journeytoforever.org/biofuel_library/WoodgasStove.pdf�


Gasification Experimenter’s Kit (GEK)
 Experimentation at a larger 

scale than a woodgas 
camp stove…

 Stationary or mobile 
applications

 “Open source” engineering 
project developed and 
maintained by ALL Power 
Labs in Berkeley, CA 

 http://www.gekgasifier.com/

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those wishing to experiment at a scale larger than a woodgas camp stove, there is an “open source” engineering project developed and maintained by ALL Power Labs in Berkeley, CA: The Gasification Experimenter's Kit (GEK) which can be found at: http://www.gekgasifier.com/They sell kits (completely assembled, or in various stages of fabrication). They also provide free plans online. 

http://www.gekgasifier.com/�


Large-scale Gasification Applications

 Large gasifiers can be 
fixed bed (updraft or 
downdraft) or fluidized 
bed gasifiers.

 Large quantity of 
biomass (e.g., MSW): a 
100 ton/day unit would 
yield about 20 MWthermal
or about 4 Mwel (at 
20% efficiency of 
thermal to electric)

 BUT, expensive: $10M 
($2000/kW capacity) http://www.woodgas.com/small_gasifiers.htm
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Presentation Notes
This may be more detail than you want to include in your class, but I put it here for your consideration/reference.The main point here is that these large-scale systems are technically possible, but they require a lot of biomass to run them, and they are expensive to build (large capital investment).Excerpt from: http://www.woodgas.com/small_gasifiers.htmGasifiers are usually rated in kW (or Horsepower) of output, either kWth or kWel and vary from . If you have a large quantity of biomass (ie MSW) you might like a 100 ton/day unit which would yield about 20 MWthermal or about 4 MWelectric at 20% efficiency. Could cost you $10 Million (at $2000/kW capacity). These large gasifiers can be fixed bed (updraft or downdraft), fluidized bed,...

http://ww9.aitsafe.com/cf/add.cfm?userid=B663412&product=Survey of Biomass Gasification 2001&price=30&units=1.50�
http://www.woodgas.com/small_gasifiers.htm�


 Conversion efficiencies vary depending on the 
size and sophistication of the system used
› Some applications are 80-90% (e.g., wood 

gasification boilers)

 Large-scale gasification plants have not proven 
financial viability (yet)

 BUT, the potential exists for production of: 
› Electricity from biomass-fed gas turbines
› Liquid fuels (methanol, Fischer Tropsch diesel) as 

petroleum substitutes
› Hydrogen or other fuel for fuel cells

Biomass Gasification
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Why is gasification important?

Benefits include:
 Gasification technologies are typically more

efficient than traditional combustion 
technologies. No SMOKE!

 Gaseous fuel can be produced from a solid 
fuel, resulting in a potentially more versatile 
fuel

 Small- to large-scale applications
 Mobile or stationary applications

http://retc.morrisville.edu 34
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Presentation Notes
This could be used as the Summary slide. You could discuss each of these points in more detail and explore some other concepts.Demonstrate efficiency through an example:Q: What usually happens when you start a fire? What is one of the common outputs from a fire?[A: smoke]Q: What is smoke?A: An intermediate combustion product such as tars and oils (think tiny droplets)—so smoke is an indication of incomplete combustion and inefficiency. (Smoke is also a significant pollutant.)Q: Why are liquid/gaseous fuels more versatile?A: Easily transported/stored (usually), often more energy dense (more energy in a given volume of fuels: could use wood vs. wood pellets vs. charcoal—this could be done with a simple experiment with woodgas camp stoves) 



Woodgas Camp Stove “Lab”

 Build and test a woodgas stove

http://retc.morrisville.edu 35
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Presentation Notes
We have compiled a list of potential demonstration and experiments for use with the woodgas stove—most of these are presented with the basic idea/concepts/questions. They could be readily tailored/expanded upon for your particular students/course.  



R E N E WAB L E E N E R G Y
T R AI N I N G C E N T E R

R E N E WAB L E E N E R G Y
T R AI N I N G C E N T E R

R E N E WAB L E E N E R G Y
T R AI N I N G C E N T E R

Other concepts to 
incorporate/consider

http://retc.morrisville.edu 36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are provided for instructors that would like to expand/tailor the gasification module for a particular class (e.g., physics, chemistry…thermodynamics). The slides on energy density are important—worth looking at if you choose to have the students do that experiment with different fuels in the woodgas stove.



Abundant, renewable vs. 
Energy Dense?

 Biomass is a great renewable energy source.
 However, it is typically not a good 

(unprocessed) fuel, because it often contains 
more than 70% air/void space.

 This results in a low volumetric energy density
makes it difficult to collect, ship, store and use.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q: What is energy density?Q: What is volumetric energy density?This concept can be demonstrated/explored further in the woodgas camp stove experiment(s)



FUEL Bulk Density 
(kg/liter)

Mass Energy Density 
(MJ/kg)

Volume Energy Density 
(MJ/liter)

Softwood chips
(“Denver dry”, 7% MCWB)

0.19 20 3.8

Coconut shell 
(broken to ¼” pieces)

0.54 20.5 11.1

Sawdust pellets (¼”) 
(Home Depot)

0.68 20 13.6

Peanut shell pellets (3/8”) 0.65 19.8 12.9

Corn 0.76 19.1 14.5

Soybeans 0.77 21 (?) 16.2

Coal 
(bituminous)

1.1 (?) 32.5 35.7

Biodiesel 0.92 41.2 37.9

Diesel 0.88 45.7 40.2

Biomass Energy Density
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(Source: Gaur and Reed, Dekker, 1998) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Table from various sources, primarily Appendix A of “Thermal Data for Natural and Synthetic Fuels” (Gaur and Reed, Dekker, 1998) as found at: http://www.woodgas.com/densification.htm  (Last accessed: 6/14/2009)Notes paraphrased from http://www.woodgas.com/densification.htm :Volume energy density, (kJ/liter, MJ/m3 , Btu/ft3) is an important factor for biomass (biofuel). Most biofuels are relatively light. Therefore, volume has important implications for collecting, shipping, storing and using biomass. The table above illustrates the dramatic difference between high density and low density biomass fuels. The dense biomass fuels are 3 to 4 times heavier than wood chips, though not as dense as coal or diesel.�



Laws of Thermodynamics



1st Law of Thermodynamics

 In any transformation of energy from one form 
to another, the total quantity of energy remains 
unchanged (energy is always conserved)

 Why then do we say: “Turn off the lights when 
you leave the room. We need to conserve 
electricity!”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is really a trick question. When we say “Turn off the lights when you leave the room. We need to conserve electricity!”, we are actually not using the word “conserve” the same way as in the 1st law.  When we are talking about conserving electricity in the quote above, we usually mean “wise use” of electricity.



2nd Law & Conversion Efficiency

 There is a limit to the efficiency of any heat 
engine. 

 Useful energy output < energy input
 Why?

EFFICIENCY =
(useful output)/(required input) × 100%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Q: Why? A: We always lose some energy as heat in the energy conversion process.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: This type of figure is called a Sankey diagram – a flow diagram where the width of the arrows is proportional to the (energy) flow quantity.The purpose of including this Sankey diagram is to demonstrate the inefficiency (“lost energy”) of our energy systems: about 58% is “lost” (i.e., 59.3 EJ/103 EJ x 100% = 58%)You can then relate this back to the 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics, among other things!



Ben Ballard, Ph.D.
Director, RETC
Assistant Professor
Ph: 315-684-6780 
Email: ballarbd@morrisville.edu
Web: http://people.morrisville.edu/~ballarbd/

Phil Hofmeyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
Ph: 315-684-6515
Email: hofmeypv@morrisville.edu
Web: http://people.morrisville.edu/~hofmeypv/
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